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 There is a possibility Einstein was using LSD because he “invented” many concept which still today are 
heavy burden on physics. Let’s see most influencing one:  
 
- coordinate time 
-proper time 
-time dilatation 
-space-time (where time is a 4

th
 dimension of space) 

-constancy of light speed 
-length contraction 
-internal observer 
-external observer 
-empty space 
-graviton. 
 
Bijecive epistemology confirms all this terms are “epistemologically empty” because they do not have 
counterpart in “real world”, they were invented by psychedelic mind of Einstein.  
 
Results of our research are time is a mathematical parameter of material change, i.e. motion in quantum 
vacuum which confirms “illusory nature” of Einstein models above.  
 
GPS system confirms clocks run in quantum vacuum and have different rate because of variable density of 
quantum vacuum. SR effect is decreasing density of quantum vacuum which causes lower speed of clocks and 
GR effect is increasing density of quantum vacuum which causes higher speed of clocks and material change 
in generally including light speed. Shapiro experiment confirms light has a bit smaller velocity in stronger 
gravity where density of quantum vacuum is lower and so is lower it’s permeability and permittivity which 
causes photon has a bit smaller velocity. This fact of Shapiro experiment is “covered” with the idea of “time 
dilatation”.  
 
Our research confirms there is no “empty space” and no “graviton”, gravity has origin in variable energy 
density of quantum vacuum.  
 
This Einstein’s “LSD impact” on physics goes on. We have articles which try to prove on the basis of “empty 
terms” above that time has origin in quantum entanglement,  
http://arxiv.org/abs/1310.4691 
 
 
that time can bifurcate in some two hypothetical futures,  
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/2-futures-can-explain-time-s-mysterious-past/ 
 
How long we will go on with this nonsense in physics? 
This is the question of every sincere and intelligent physicist.  
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